
CELL NOTES 14/2/11   
 

ICE BREAKER    
 
Hand out a slip of paper to each person. Each piece of paper has a topic on it, e.g. (You 
could add others) 
 
1) My future  2) My purpose in life  3) My life thus far  4) Reaching the lost  5) My role at 
church  6) Money  7) Christians  8) Temptation. 
 
Do not let them look at the topic until you say so.  As the person turns the piece of paper 
over, have them share their immediate thoughts on the topic as it relates to their own 
life. Keep it short and sweet. No debating. 
    
 

THEME   
 
Reading; Luke 9 : 1 – 9 
Topic; Miracles   
 

SERMON OUTLINE   
 
1) Your experience of miracles? Dictionary definition “An event or act which breaks a law of 
nature.” 
 
2) The Bible, and especially the life of Jesus, is full of accounts of such events. In today’s 
passage the disciples are sent out with instructions, power and authority to perform healing 
miracles. (vv1 – 2) 
 
3) There have been claims of miracles in the history of the church, especially in the area of 
healing, from this time, right up to today. 
 
4) For many these things are treated with caution, or scepticism. 19th century rationalism , 
scientific development (especially the theory of evolution), have contributed very strongly to 
such an attitude in the western world. 
 
5) For many, they may long to believe, live in hope of a miracle, but feel it does not happen 
for them (Letter in “Christianity” concerning the 40 year old, who had been prayed for 
devotedly, but died of cancer.) 
 
6) In the Bible, there are plenty of instances of those who witnessed remarkable events, but 
reacted with antagonism, not faith. The E100 handbook comments “If we have already 
decided not to believe, no amount of proof will change our minds.” 
 
7) Miracles do not exempt us from life’s problems e.g. the apostle Paul, and The Heavenly 
Man – people who were involved in utterly miraculous events, but were frequently faced 
with great challenge, opposition and difficulty. 
 
8) Our deepest needs are being able to find God in the midst of the storm, and persevere 
on the road to Christian maturity, not to be occasional recipients, or witnesses, of the 
spectacular. That in itself will not produce faith or maturity.  



 

QUESTIONS OF APPLICATION   
 

1) How is E100 going? What is one thing you  
have learnt / gained so far from doing it? 
 
2) What is your attitude to the idea of, or claims of the miraculous? Have you ever 
witnessed or received a miracle? Have you ever been told of one, and you have reacted 
with scepticism? 
 
3) When have you (or do you) had the attitude , “I have made up my mind, don’t confuse 
me with the facts”? 
 
3) Does the experience described in the letter in “Christianity” suggest that if somebody is 
seriously ill, serious prayer on their behalf can be a negative thing, should the person not be 
healed (something which clearly may be the case)? 
 
4) Is there an area of your life at present, where you are battling a storm, or conscious that 
you want to grow in maturity? 
 
5) Luke at Luke 10 : 17 – 20 (The reaction of the 72, when they returned from a very similar 
mission). How might Jesus’ comment be applied to your own life? 
 


